Theory of stepwise gradient elution in reversed-phase liquid chromatography coupled with flow rate variations: application to retention prediction and separation optimization of a set of amino acids.
The coupling of stepwise mobile phase gradient elution and flow programming is proposed as an integrated approach to the general elution problem in reversed-phase liquid chromatography. A model is developed to describe the above separation process performed under simultaneous programming of two separation parameters by extending our previous work on the rigorous derivation of the fundamental equation governing the concentration gradient of organic modifier in the mobile phase, that is, a single gradient elution mode (Anal. Chem. 2005, 77, 5670-5677). The theory was tested in the retention prediction and separation optimization of 18 o-phthalaldehyde derivatives of amino acids in eluting systems modified by acetonitrile or methanol. The retention prediction obtained for all solutes under all dual-mode gradient conditions was excellent. In addition, it has been shown that the combination of mobile phase and flow rate programming modes is particularly favorable, whereas the separations among the analytes were considerably improved by using the acetonitrile eluting system, as compared to those obtained by the methanol system.